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ZERO EMISSIONS: Ta Ann Tasmania’s Smithton Plywood Plant produces high-quality engineered products and has
good environmental benefits.

Process
a bonus
for planet

Our company is
continuing to invest
in researchand
development to
improveour
processes

Plywood carbon storage system benefits environment

LOCAL jobs, investment and helping
Australia’s balance of payments by
replacing imported timber products
are not the only benefits from Ta Ann
Tasmania’s Smithton Plywood Plant.
Producing high-quality engineered
products from wood that otherwise
would be processed and exported as
woodchips also has good
environmental benefits.
Ta Ann Tasmania executive chairman
Hamed Sepawi says the plywood
industry is a sunrise business.
‘‘We are a business that, through our
processes of sustainable log supply
and clever local processing, stores
carbon in high-value solid wood
products for generations,’’ Mr
Sepawi said.
‘‘Our plywood is a carbon storage
system and is welcomed by all who

care about the future of the
environment. The plywood product
currently in the factory warehouse is
an example of this carbon storage.

The plywood in the warehouse had
stored – in net carbon storage terms
and taking account of energy costs
to produce the product – more than

a 1000 tonnes of carbon dioxide, he
said.

‘‘This means that in net terms
hundreds of thousands of tonnes of
carbon dioxide that contribute to
climate change can be stored in our
products every year.

‘‘This is practical conservation in
action and at the same time it is
meeting the needs of our society for

quality building materials in a sound
and sustainable way,’’ he said.

Mr Sepawi said the Ta Ann Tasmania
T-Ply had a zero emissions rating and
strong bonding strength for the
rigours of outdoors and the weather
conditions for construction sites
where form ply would be mainly
used.

‘‘Our company is continuing to invest

in research and development to
improve our processes, improve
productivity in our mills and improve
the range and application of our
products.
‘‘As we develop markets we plan to
expand our log sourcing to bring in
more private property wood supplies
and more plantation materials where
these are suited to our veneering
processes,’’ he said.

RBD Electrical & Instrumentation is a locally owned and
operated business which has serviced on a state wide
level for the past 13 years. RBD has established itself

as one of the leading electrical contractors in Tasmania
and continues to grow as a firm committed to quality,

customer service, safety and the environment.

Completion of the recent Smithton Plywood Mill
installation has not only achieved a positive result for our
client Ta Ann Tasmania, but also for the local community.

RBD are proud to have been involved with the lighting and
power, motive power and CCTV installation contracts.

Our team was able to manage the challenges involved
with integrating foreign machinery both to meet the

required Australian standards and to meet the prospective
time constraints for the project.
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RBD played a critical role in the delivery of this
project, and this is testimony to the fact that RBD
continues to build a positive reputation as being
technically and logistically capable of delivering

any type or sized project.

With the recent success of winning the
Tasmanian NECA award for Medium Industrial

Project for our involvement in the Smithton
Plywood Mill, RBD wishes to congratulate Ta Ann

Tasmania for its achievement and wishes them
every success for the future.
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